Within the group of boarding equipment
Hydromar is manufacturing the SEASTAIR side
boarding ladders for many years now.
In the past decades this product has been
developed from a custom build product to a
semi-standard build product line. Besides the
semi-standard range fully customized side
boarding ladders are being designed and
produced to fully fit custom solutions.
Both products have been designed to create a
high quality and firm side stair to welcome your
guests in a very trustful way onto your yacht.

Hydromar is delivering the SEASTAIR boarding
ladder in three main categories;
At first the conventional accommodation
ladder, a simple overturning movement from
the bulwark, followed by the lowering of the
self-inclining steps, is seen very often.
When the bulwark is too low or not present at
all, two versions are possible.
The shifting SEASTAIR is stowed below deck
alongside the yacht. A long hull door with
pantograph hinges closes the storage room.
The pivoting SEASTAIR is driving perpendicular
from the hull and can be used alongside the
yacht or turned away towards the shore. A
multi-function boarding ladder is created.
Optional there can be made an automatic
hydraulic actuated stainless steel banister.
Special versions can be made like telescoping
platform to create clearance from the ship’s
hull.
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All standard side stairs (accommodation ladders)
are as the gangways designed to be able to
support 250 kg at the end in a free hanging state.
The side boarding ladder itself is standard
delivered in stainless steel, painted into the
yachts colors.
The hydraulic functions are commanded by an
electric push button control panel in the bulwark.
All our SEASTAIR systems are tested functionally
and under full load in our own production facility.
All these systems can be delivered as standard
packages while custom build versions can be
designed and fabricated within our own
production company.
The standard range enhances 5, 8, 10 and 17 step
versions in fixed and 90 degrees rotating ladders.
Examples of our custom designs are 180 degrees
rotating and high gloss polished versions with
manual or hydraulic folding stanchions.
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